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THE STUDENTS’ INAPPROPRIATE USE OF
LOGICAL CONNECTORS

Table 1: Logical Connectors Showing Additive Taken From the
Students’ Compositions

No. Sentences
1 They are also so busy with their mobile phone also if there are

some messages or calling; they forget to keep their mobile
phone silent. It will also disturb teaching – learning process.

2 The third is that no mobile phone in class, no fraction in class
also.

3 These are three reason the students do not need to bring mobile
phone in the class. Such as: disturbing the consentration, make
the students lazy and cause the student dishonest about the test.

4 Because it can cause three main distraction, such as it can
distract the students concentration, provide opportunity to cheat
and the last is they will play the games during the learning
process.

5 Many students use their phone in a wrong way. Actually it is
very bad if in the middle of the lesson, the students use mobile
phone

6 Third, text/bbm-ing with someone special. Actually we can see
and know that many students do that during the class.

7 Beside they can browse it from the internet, or they can copy it
from their friend.

8 Beside on those all negative things above, I will put a solution
that is the important thing the teachers can do if the students are
very need the mobile phone although in school.

9 Beside preventing inappropriate attitudes such as bullying, theft,
sexual harassing, CCTV can control the behavior of students
and also can be benefit for teacher’s evaluation

10 They may want to follow the newest trend but at least they can’t
use their new clothes in the college while in fact they will spent
their time mostly in the campus.
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No. Sentences
11 However, a lot of student protest that if they are not allowed

then the rule of not to bring phone in class should be applied on
teachers too.

12 On the other words, it will release them from their nightmare
which always drives them crazy

Table 2: Logical Connectors Showing Contrastive Taken From
the Students’ Compositions

No. Sentence
1 Beside on those all negative things above, I will put a solution that

is the important thing the teachers can do if the students are very
need the mobile phone although in school.

2 In conclusion, I believe that installing CCTV in class is worth to
do. Altough it may seem would cot greatly, but the school should
focus more on the beneficial gained.

Table 3: Logical Connectors Showing Cause and Effect Taken
From the Students’ Compositions

No. Sentence

1
So, I think it is the reason, if the student to very lazy to join
organization or committee or busy with their self.

2
However it is important to know that cell phone should not be
used in the classroom, so it means that there is no cell phone in the
classroom.

3

Well, in this case as a students they should have the responsibility
to listen to the teacher’s explanation and focus on their education
when they are in class. So, it means that they should not play the
games or use another electronic equipment during the lesson
because they will not get anything or the point of learning after the
learning process finished,
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4
Because they are lazy and never study so they just capture or
photo the materials to get a good score without their effort.

5
We enjoy doing activity in the class without think that bad thing
will happen to. So we feel better.

6
So, in here, I will tell you vividly about “no mobile phone in
class”.

7
If their parents call their teacher in the student’s school for teach
their children. So, the teacher will know the weakness of the
student too.

8
We can control all of the places that have been installed by CCTV.
So CCTV is very helpful for us.

9
The teacher can control the students easily, so the teacher could
know anything what the students are doing when the teacher out of
the class.

10 So with CCTV, the teacher are able to apply discipline to students.

11
Second the students can feel more safty if their school is installed
by CCTV. So the parents of the students do not need afraid.

12
In television many of incidents that occur in students, like
kidnapping. So CCTV can reduce that incident.

13
So the conclusion is using or installing CCTV in class is very
usefull.

14
Fortunately, the school allow its students to bring the phone in
class. So, that student makes his quiz dependent on his phone.

15
Because of the ringing mobile phone and the message can cause
students do not get anything from the lesson.

16
If the students do the test because of mobile phone. They do not
need to study anymore.

17
Because of mobile phone can disturb class, it also will make
students unfocus in lesson, students will cheat-browsing the
assignment given using internet in cellphone.

18
Of course you teacher will also be upset because of his lecture is
interupted.

19
When the time of examination, they will be surprised because of
the questions can be answered.
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20

The reason why they allowe their students to bring mobile phone
is because to call their parents if there is something important, also
because the international school so mobile phone is allowed and
other reasons

21
After that, his car is out of control so that the car go onto the other
side of the street.

22
If the school allow the students bring their phone, and then hey
brow a negative thing when in class, the teacher find it, then
students are punished.

23

Setting CCTV in class may pressured the students, as they fell like
being watched all day, but if teachers do their role in encouraging
and believing in their students’ performance, then CCTV can do
no harm in students’ active performance.

24
Moreover, if the students are allowed to bring their phones then
they will use it to cheat in quiz or even in examination.

25
However, a lot of student protest that if they are not allowed then
the rule of not to bring phone in class should be applied on
teachers too.

26
If you’re still teaching, then put your phone in silent mode, and
leave it at you office or just simply put it in your pocket.

27

Beside they can browse it from the internet, or they can copy it
from their friend. Then the students can play with their mobile
phone and do not need to do the assignment or exercise that the
the teacher gives.

28

For some of us who like shopping, no more uniform means that
we can go to the mall often and buy new clothes as much as we
want, then it means that we can follow the newest fashion – trend
which can encourage our confidence of ourselves.

29

Therefore, school should prohibit the students to use cell phones
in class because it can cause three main distractions, such as it can
distract the students concentration, provide opportunity to cheat
and the last is they will play the games during the learning
process.
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Table 4: Logical Connectors Showing Sequence Taken From the
Students’ Compositions

No. Sentence
1 The school can turn on the wifi during when the class is over or

during the break.
2 CCTV is very useful when it is installed in classroom.
3 Not only the students, the teachers sometimes also break the rules

in the class. for example when they give the physical punishment
to the students.

4 This rule is applied for both students and also teachers. After
having a class then you can just go back to your beloved phones
and play with it again.

5 There are many benefits for teachers and students if they use CCTV
in class room; First the teacher can monitoring the students; the
students can feel more safty; the teacher can make the class save.

6 Cellphone can destroy Senior High School student’s knowledge
because they always play gadget in the class. After that, they do
not focus with the lesson

7 Because it can cause three main distraction, such as it can distract
the students concentration, provide opportunity to cheat and the
last is they will play the games during the learning process.

8 Finally, to sum up those all things, I absolutely say “yes” for not
allowing the mobile phone brought in class.

9 The first, from the top, wears a shirt.
10 The third, wears a pair of shoes, not a pair of sandals or another

fashionable brand nowadays ‘crocs’.
11 It can be dangerous, if people are stress and angry because

eventually a draw will happen.
12 The second, wears a pair of jeans, do not use legging because is

not good to see someone wears legging at campus.
13 In the summary, if you wear a shirt which have neck and sleeves

and a pair of long jeans or for woman wear skirt under your knees
and also wears a pair of shoes, not sandals you will be judge as
have a good attitude,
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14 To summarize the main reasons why we should ban private cars in

the down town area are: they can cause a lot of people a great deal
of stress, they can produce more pollution, and lastly they can
cause road accident.
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THE STUDENTS’ APPROPRIATE USE OF LOGICAL
CONNECTORS
Table 1: Logical Connectors Showing Additive Taken From the

Students’ Compositions.
No Sentence
1 The use of cellphone is so easy and so useful for them and it

makes the students consider cellphone as their primary need
that should be taken anywhere they go.

2 The concentration will break for sure and it is already
become an obstacle for the students to learn from the
teacher.

3 Of course your teacher will also be upset because of his
lecture is interrupted.

4 They will also start to check their cellphones just in case
someone messaging them. It is already become another level
of distracting.

5 The teacher will be disrespected because he tries to deliver
his knowledge with all his heart content to you and he finds
out that some of the students pay no attention while holding
their cellphones.

6 He will be upset for sure. In this situation the students may
get scolded by the teacher and it makes them feel humiliated
in front of the classroom and worst the teacher may mark
their names and reduce their scores because of the behavior
problems.

7 They will have bad scores and it will lower their grade.
8 Many benefits offered by mobile phone are helpful for

student’s daily activity. Student may use the mobile phone
for some reasons, such as browsing information, getting
additional knowledge, communicating to others and also
playing games.

9 In fact, the elementary school students themselves bring the
mobile phone at school.
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10 They are also so busy with their mobile phone also if there

are some messages or calling, they forget to keep their
mobile phone silent, it will also disturb teaching learning
process.

11 All of things around the world can we access by the internet,
and the mobile phone has it. Students can access what they
want and need.

12 It is not only can make the students will be embarrassed, but
also the teacher will be.

13 The teachers will give it back to them maybe when the break
time or when students go home.

14 To bring a transportation such as, car, motorcycle, etc,
people should be in a proper age.

15 The reasons why 21 should be a proper age to bring a
transportation are the children who are younger than 21 still
need more experiences in driving or riding, 21 years old
children are ready and mature to bring a transportation, and
by legalize 21 as a proper age to bring a transportation, it
reduces the number of accidents.

16 The children are also seldom to practice because of their
school days.

17 They are fully concentrate on their educations. And they are
not careful to bring a transportation.

18 For example, the son of Ahmad Dani, Dul, he is younger
than 21. The accident that he got has become a meaningful
lesson for him.

19 For example, a 16th years old child watches a television. In
there, there is an action of racing and he thinks that it’s a
cool way to drive a car.

20 For example, in the middle of having class, you fell sick
and you want to go home, then you can use your phone to
call your parents and pick you up.
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21 Also the students are less likely to understand the material

because they’re to busy with their gadgets, chatting, upload
their status on facebook and twitter, post photos on
instagram, or even play games. Moreover, if the students are
allowed to bring their phones then they will use it to cheat in
quiz or even in examination. They will find the answer on
the internet and just simply copy paste it.

22 In fact, they feel like the teachers have abused their power
of being teachers, they act as they like.

23 For example, use the phone in class whenever they want to,
make a phonecall while having a class and for some
teachers, they even play games while the students are still
having a group discussion.

24 Starting from the olders, teenagers, and children, they know
about the mobile phones and they have it.

25 Moreover they thing that using mobile phone make them
more confident and popular. It sound like mobile phone is
the part of their life, so they cannot life without mobile
phone.

26 The reason why they allow their students to bring mobile
phone is because to call their parents if there is something
important, also because the international school so mobile
phone is allowed and other reasons.

27 However, mobile phone is also have bad thing or bad effect
for the students,

28 more over if they bring mobile phone to the school and
using it in the class.

29 Because of mobile phone can disturb class, it also will make
students unfocus in lesson, students will cheat-browsing the
assignment given using internet in cellphone.

30 When class starting and the teacher is explaining the
material, suddenly one of the student’s cellphone is ringing.
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31 Moreover, while there is a quiz and the students are

focusing their mind in quiz given, then suddenly one of the
students cellphone is ringing, it will very disturb them and
make their focus become unfocus.

32 Also with cellphone students can be lazier, because they can
open the internet to find the assignment that their teacher
give.

33 For example if they are given assignment about descriptive
text and their teacher asked them to make example about it.

34 Also, they can play or using cell phone as much as they want
out of school.

35 I personally disagree with mobile phones in classroom
because it is not a must for students to bring mobile phone
in class, it is a distraction for the student’s concentration
during the lesson, and also it increase the risk of cheating.

36 Bringing mobile phones in classroom also will distract the
student’s concentration during the lesson.

37 One of the distracters is also the games on their mobile
phones.

38 It is very distracting and this is one of the reasons I say no to
mobile phones in classroom.

39 Even when they already get the answers from the net, they
can also share what they have got to their friends via texting.

40 Using mobile phones in the classroom is unnecessary for the
students. Besides unnecessary, it also can decrease the
student’s concentration in the class, and it is also increase
the risk of cheating.

41 The students are also expected to be wise in using mobile
phones in school.

42 Beside preventing inappropriate attitudes such as bullying,
theft, and sexual harassing, CCTV can control the behavior
of students and also can be benefit for teacher’s evaluation.
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43 Students who are also realized that they are being watched

would be afraid of doing inappropriate behaviors like
bullying or stealing things from their friends.

44 The teacher have to ensure and encourage the students to be
creative and that it is okay to make mistakes because we
learn from mistakes too.

45 Teachers can also be benefit with the installation of CCTV
in class.

46 By doing this, teachers can improve greatly which can also
be benefit for the students.

47 It also makes students discipline and do their homework
diligently.

48 The teachers can also use it for their evaluation of their
performance in class, which can improves their methods in
teaching effectively for students.

49 Sexual abuse to children has been an important issues
nowadays. More cases about sexual abuse to children has
been revealed. For example, sexual abuse to a pre-schoolers
in an international school in Jakarta.

50 Also, a pedophile who has sexually abused children was
arrested. At one side, it is a relief that more sexual abuse
cases are revealed and investigated and the pedophiles are
arrested. However, I personally do not agree to use chemical
emasculation as punishment for pedophiles because
pedophiles are suffered from mental disorder, chemical
emasculation might cause other health problems, the effect
of chemical emasculation is temporary, there is not enough
money and the pedophiles still might do sexual harassment
to children to take revenge or have fun.

51 Pedophilia may also lead to other mental disorder, such as
psychopath.

52 This might lead to other problems such as suicide or
psychopath.
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53 Moreover, if they only get chemical emasculation, they still

recognize themselves as pedophiles and might do sexual
harassment to children.

54 In addition, some chemical substances in the chemical
emasculation may cause health problems, such as prostat
cancer or other kind of cancer and hormone disorder.

55 Moreover, the effect of chemical emasculation is temporary.
56 Also, to get a maximal result, the chemical emasculation

should be done for several times periodically, which is hard
to be held. The pedophiles might not come back to get the
injections.

57 Also, by looking at this country’s financial conditions,
government might not be able to support this chemical
emasculation because of the lack of fund.

58 Also for the sake of revenge, pedophiles still do sexual
harassment because they have been injected the chemical
emasculation as the punishment and they need to get more
victims as the compensation. Moreover, pedophiles who
have had chemical emasculation can do sexual harassment to
children for having fun, not based on sexual desires
anymore.

59 Also, the chemical emasculation may cause health problems,
such as cancer and hormone disorder.

60 In addition, to get maximum result, chemical emasculation
should be done for several times periodically and the
government can’t afford it because of its high price.

61 Actually, cellphone is a good for student. They can open the
internet like facebook, twitter, youtube, and instagram.

62 For example, my friend (Dedy) play mobile phone in the
class when there is a Biology subject. He do not pay
attention to my Biology teacher when she explain the
material.
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63 For example, my English teacher (Mr. Alex), he gives the

punishment because his student play mobile phone in the
class.

64 The last, students become lazy to study because they always
focus with their mobile phone, they feel enjoy to watch
porno video in youtube, and they can make a sexual
harassment at school.

65 The conclusion are the students should pay attention to the
teacher when teacher explain the material, cell phone can
make students lazy to study and students can make a sexual
harassment at school.

66 They also become lazy. In their mind, just playing games
and also chatting with their friends in the classroom.

67 They can also selfish with their friends and their
circumstance.

68 But, if their parents knows about the weakness of their
children, perhaps their parents will encourage their children,
such as take private course or another course based on the
students can not follow the subject or lesson.

69 So, the teacher will know the weakness of the student too.
70 The third reason is the students can be passive person. They

will did not want join organization, such as OSIS, boy or
girl scout, PMR, Kader, UKS and also another committees
held on their school.

71 As we know that smoking brings many health problems,
such as respiratory problem, lung cancer, heart attack, high
blood pressure, etc.

72 Personal choice is the right that should be fulfilled by the
government after the society has done their obligation, for
example: pay taxes and obey the rules.

73 Nobody is forced to keep smoking; moreover, nobody is
forced to quit as well.

74 In fact, banning smoking will lead to another problem which
is fake self awareness.
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75 We can’t simply propose to ban smoking since cigarette and

its factory give a lot of contributions to the country.
76 As a democratic government, it should also respect the

freedom of personal choice of the people.
77 The latest development, in 2013, Turkey also decided to

legalize it as a new punishment option.
78 They also can’t think logically and differentiate which is

right or wrong.
79 Spreading fear brought by punishments, since ancient time,

has been proven to be effective in dealing with serious
threat, and it is expected to remain effective if applied in
Indonesia related to our law which is very weak and has
been proven not to promote any fear among pedophiles.

80 This means less crimes committed related to the actions of
pedophiles, and this will result in decreasing possibility of
regeneration of pedophiles.

81 Considering and remembering that our maximum
punishment here in Indonesia is very weak and the number
of pedophilia cases keeps increasing, government should
think the more severe punishment to fix the situation.

82 The students also do not listen the teacher explanation and
busy with yourself.

83 The students do not need to do that. Beside they can browse
it from the internet, or they can copy it from their friend.

84 They can take a photo from the book or they can get the
message from their friend that include the answer of the test

85 The teacher can ask the students to open the bag. And the
teacher can know the students entrust their mobile phone or
not

86 They also do not have a diving license. Maybe their parents
also do not care about There are three reasons that I want to
explain about why we legalized the driving age around the
world at the age of 21: they are emotionally ready, they are
psychologically ready, and they are mentally ready.
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87 Why I said so? because as I know, when the children reach

the age of 21 they are totally mature and they are not
children anymore.

88 If the children under 21, they will show off about their
ability in driving and they drive with high speed without
thinking about the risk. That is very dangerous things.

89 They have already growth and their cognitive skill is also
enough. They know how to behave, they know how to
control themselves, and the pride of theirselves is not as
high as they were children.

90 For example: when we drive our car, the street could be
very crowded and there are many cars and motorcycles that
will accompany us in the street.

91 As we know that after the class is finished by the teacher, the
teacher will leave the class and it is the time for the students
to use their rest time in the class.

92 For twelve grader, who have already finished the final exam
and will continue to study in University, they might think
that the schedule is not as full as in their Senior High school
and also they can express themselves by wearing
fashionable clothes.

93 The third, wears a pair of shoes, not a pair of sandals or
another fashionable brand nowadays “crocs”. It is also the
same like sandals.

94 If you are man, you can wear sport shoes and for feminine
girls if you do not like wear a pair of shoes, you can wear
flat shoes.

95 In the summary, if you wear a shirt which have neck and
sleeves and a pair of long jeans or for woman wear skirt
under your knees and also wears a pair of shoes, not sandals
you will be judge as have a good attitude.
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96 Actually it is very bad if in the middle of the lesson, the

students are playing with their gadget and do not pay
attention in class, it can disturb to the other students,
text/BBM-ing with someone special and cheat on the tests.

97 First, the students are playing with their gadget in the class.
It is very bad attitude. Why? Because when the teacher keep
talking to explain the materials and some of students play
with the gadget.

98 Second, it can disturb to the other students. Actually, this
point has a related from first. During the class and there is
someone’s phone ringing, it can be disturb for the learning
process.

99 Besides that, one of the students is paying something in the
gadget, it is very disturbing.

100 Maybe because they feel bored or the students do not like
that teacher.

101 Actually, it is not important do that during the class. The
students can text/ BBM-ing after the class finish.

102 We will have freedom to wear anything we want and it will
be so fun to use colorful clothes every day.

103 In fact, no uniform is actually can put us in many problems
like wasting money for a temporary satisfying (to buy new
clothes and tomorrow buy the new one again because we
already bored with the old clothes, until we don’t realize that
we spent our money very fast, and then we regret it in the
end of the month), next is we will have to always update our
clothes so that everyone will think that we are fashionable
enough, where it’s just make us never satisfy with our
appearance and that’s so for sure.

104 That’s why continuing the use of uniform (dress codes) after
we graduate from Senior High School have many positive
advantages such as encourage the power of equality, saving
money, prevent bullying, and help college’s image building.
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105 Rich students will middle-low students and it can drop the

mental.
106 It’s okay if one middle-low student has strong mental to

overcome the dominating from rich students, but for a
middle-low student who isn’t mentally strong enough, it’ll
be quite dangerous because it may causes that student to feel
shy, mentally down, even stop from the college only because
he/she can’t compete their clothes’ brand with the rich
students’ and that mostly cause by they (middle-low
student) doesn’t have enough money to buy branded clothes.

107 It’s also good for students who come from a middle-low
economy background because they don’t need to stress to
find money in order to buy new clothes routinely only to
make their selves look similar and as fashionable as the rich
students.

108 Prevent bullying is also another positive thing from the dress
codes in college because as we know that the model choices
of clothes for students who are overweight are not as much
as the model choices of clothes for who with a normal
weight.

109 That can makes a fat student to get bully from a normal
weight student because their clothes’ model are not as much
as the others and it will reduce their fashionable rate.

110 Also usually a college has their own uniq side that is
applying in their uniform.

111 For example, a go green college will make a green color
uniform so that people in the outside can realize that go
green image from seeing the students of the college.

112 Allow the students to combine the uniform with one or two
kinds of additional clothes such as cardigan, jumper, or
jacket.
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113 The college can make an event for the students to modify the

uniform to be more interesting look. Or maybe the college
can make a competition that let the students to create a new
uniform model and the winner will be able to produce
his/her uniform and all students will wear that new uniform.
Hopefully, it can attract student’s feeling to enjoy wearing a
uniform.

114 The government has made some alternative ways to solve
this problem such as building, highways, making close-open
hours for some crowded streets, providing public vehicles,
etc. There are reasons why most people prefer to take private
cars: it is more comfortable to take private cars, public
vehicles are considered unsafe, and it is more efficient to
take private cars to go to different places in a day.

115 The AC also gives relaxation for the passengers in the
private cars.

116 Actually, these kinds of entertainment and relaxation can be
gotten in public vehicles too.

117 Many crimes such as holdup, robbery happened in the
public vehicles, this is why people prefer private cars.

118 These main reasons of people prefer to take private cars can
be concluded: the private cars are more comfortable, the
private cars are safer, and the private cars are more efficient
than public vehicles.

119 Now we can enjoy the technology, we can get it very easy
for example the handphone, camera, CCTV, computer etc.

120 In addition; when students are doing exam, the teacher are
able to monitoring the students who are cheating in class.

121 Also CCTV can reduce sexsual harrastment for students.
122 What they deserve to get is the chemical emasculation

because: it is more fair, it can completely stop it from
happening, and it can protect the other kids from being the
victims.
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123 Besides sexually, they also have ruined the kids

psychologically.
124 In addition, when the pedophiles rape the kids what they get

is pleasure, but do they think about what the kids feel? What
they feel was only pain because they still do not know
anything about sex, and the pedophiles do not even consider
that.

125 Even though by punishing them with the chemical
emasculation can take their right to have sex as human
beings, it is still fair because they also have taken the right
of the kids to feel safe.

126 Therefore, from all the things the pedophiles do, it is more
fair to give them the chemical emasculation punishment
because when they do sexual harashness they also get sexual
punishment.

127 The officers also train them to be better people when they
are out of jail.

128 Let us think about what the victims feel, and what will
possibly happen to them in the future. Something that is
impressive will be remember throughout our lifes.

129 For example they might be afraid to meet adult strangers or
someone with similar characteristics as the suspect.

130 It is surely not easy to live in such condition, and of course
we do not want any more kids to feel that way.

131 Pedophiles are really dangerous, and parents should protect
their children from being the victims.

132 We have to protect our kids together, and what is best for
the law to do is to give the chemical emasculation
punishment that is more fair.

133 It also will surely stop the pedophile to do the same thing
again, and the other kids can be protected from becoming
the victims.
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134 Recently, most of people have their own mobile phone and

the rating of user is increase dramatically because of the
functions and the features of mobile phone.

135 Because it can cause three main distraction, such as it can
distract the students concentration, provide the opportunity
to cheat and the last is they will play the games during the
learning process.

136 They may use their phone to text in one another during the
learning process and the ring of mobile phone of course
distract their focus in the learning process.

137 Recently a study demonstrated that many school prohibit the
students to use their phone in the classroom and I think that
it is reasonable because it can distract their concentration.

138 Second, cell phone provide the opportunity to cheat during
the test. Well, in this case many students use the mobile
phone to cheat such as put the answer in their mobile phone,
capture the note, browse the internet to look for the
informations.

139 And also some of them may use the features from the
mobile phone to cheat, such as use the calculator to count
something and of course it will make the score will not
accurate because they do an instant way and they will more
depend on their mobile phone rather than use their mind to
do critical thinking to solve problem.

140 Therefore, school should prohibit the students to use cell
phones in class because it can cause three main distractions,
such as distract the students concentration, provide the
opportunity to cheat during the test and the last is the
students will play the games during the learning process.

141 So, it will not distract their concentration. In other way, if
there is a locker in front of the class, it’s better for them to
put their phone there during the lesson and they can use it
again after the learning process finished.
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142 CCTV is like a hidden camera which has function to monitor

an activity in and important place such as building, public
area or even a house.

143 CCTV is not only installed in the urgent area such as
security area and administration area, but CCTV is also
installed in the classroom.

144 By installing CCTV in the class, it doesn’t mean that the
school let the teachers more relaxed or made them become
lazier, but CCTV can help the teacher in monitoring the
students especially when the teacher is not in the class or
there is a dismissal class, the teacher can check the students
activities through CCTV so that the learning process can still
run well.

145 It is undeniable that some students and teachers sometimes
break the rules in the class. For example when the students
are cheating in a test or final exam, the keeper can see their
actions through CCTV and report them to the principle or
the teacher.

146 Not only the students, the teachers sometimes also break the
rules in the class. For example, when they give the physical
punishment to the students.

147 As we know that the installment of CCTV in the class can
help for monitoring every activities such as the learning
process, and we also know that CCTV can help for
preventing the breaking rules and the crime, then let us
install CCTV in the class.

148 Today, especially in Indonesia, traffic jams is a huge
problem and one of the causes of a traffic jam is privately
owned vehicles.

149 People go to the centre to go to work and they usually use
their private vehicles to reach their destination.

150 There are a lot of reasons, why we should ban private cars,
specifically three reasons, and they are people using private
cars can be stressed out in a traffic jam, produce more
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pollution, and can cause accidents.
No Sentence
151 During the day, when the sun is at the peak, traffic jams

caused by private cars occurs and this can cause lots of
people to be stressed out.

152 If we’re to ban private cars in the city centre, there will be
less traffic and people can get to their destinations quicker.

153 This effect is not only bad for our health, it is also bad for
our environment.

154 One of the main reasons of global warming is pollution and
private cars concentraded on one area will destroy our ozone
layers.

155 Pollution is also the main cause of lung cancer.
156 Unlike proffesional drivers private cars tend to drive as they

please and they often ignore the rules.
157 To summarize, the main reasons why we should ban private

cars in the town area are: they can cause a lot of people a
great deal of stress, they can produce more pollution, and
lastly they can cause road accident.

158 If we ban private cars in the downtown area everything will
be much smoother and the roads will be less crowded.

159 Hopefully these tips can be usefull and hopefully people are
more aware of the advantages of not using private cars in the
city centre.
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Table 2: Logical Connectors Showing Contrastive Taken From
the Students’ Compositions.

No Sentence

1
I once again say that I am fully aware of the usefulness of
cellphones but it does not mean it can be used anywhere.

2 Cellphones can always be used but not in the classroom.

3
Those all of benefits are definitely really efficient for
students, but if the students can not use mobile phone
responsibly, it can be a danger for them.

4
That habit cannot help students more independent and
responsible, but it can make them have a bad habit.

5
The proper age to bring a transportation is 17, but I’m not
totally agree with it.

6
Eventhough 17 years old is considered to be mature, the
children still need knowledges about the traffic condition in
the city.

7

About 10 or 15 years ago, phone was only used by rich
people with a lot of money, but now many cell phone
companies have produced their own type of phones with
different price.

8
However, some of them create phone that can be bought by
low income family.

9

Because of this situation, they tend to bring it to school even
though they’re already knew that they’re not allowed to.
There are so many people who talked about this problem,
whether the students are allowed to bring phone in class or
not. Some say yes and some are the other way around.

10

However every school in this country, well not just in this
country but all over the world provides phone inside the
building, so you can just simply ask for help to one of your
teacher to call your parents.

11
In this modern era, using mobile phone is allowed in
everywhere, even though in school.
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No Sentence

12
However, mobile phone is also have bad thing or bad effect
for the students, more over if they bring mobile phone to the
school and using it in the class.

13
Second reason is students will use cellphone in class
everytime eventhough the teacher teaching and explaing the
material or the lesson.

14
It is fine for students to has cell phones because it’s modern
era, but don’t bring them when school.

15
Students can bring their mobile phones to school, but it
doesn’t mean that they can use it in the classroom.

16
Altough, it may seem would cost greatly, but the school
should focus more on the beneficial gained.

17

Setting CCTV in class may pressured the students in class, as
they feel like being watched all day, but if teachers do their
role in encouraging and believing in their students’
performance, then CCTV can do no harm in students’ active
performance.

18
However, it is also a dilemma on how we can punish those
child predators, who have destroyed many children’s futures,
so that they do not repeat their action.

19

However, I personally do not agree to use chemical
emasculation as punishment for pedophiles because
pedophiles are suffered from mental disorder, chemical
emasculation might cause other health problems, the effect of
chemical emasculation is temporary, there is not enough
money and the pedophiles still might do sexual harassment to
children to take revenge or have fun.

20
Last, the pedophiles might still do sexual harassment to
children, even though they have gotten chemical
emasculation, to take revenge.

21

Last, eventhough pedophiles have had chemical
emasculation, the chance that they repeat the sexual
harassment is still high because they might do it for either
taking revenge or having fun.
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No Sentence

22

But, if their parents knows about the weakness of their
children, perhaps their parents will encourage their children,
such as take private course or another course based on the
students can not follow the subject or lesson.

23

Yet, by banning smoking the government fails to do its main
objective, provides welfare and democracy to its society.
Some reasons that should be considered are the personal
choice, underestimating citizens’ thinking, fake self
awareness and job field.

24
While they are in prison, they must have to hold back their
sexual desire; however, if they are released, they will tend to
fulfil their desire which has so long been denied.

25
When this possibility reaches at zero level, Indonesia will be
free from pedophiles though it may take very long time.

26

Although, the phone and the message sometimes do not
important than the material. The students prefer to concreate
with the message that do not important, it can cause you the
bad mark because you do not concreate well with the
explanation from the teacher.

27 The effect is his car broken but luckily he is still alive.

28
But through their experience of life, they have already trained
to be mentally ready to do anything.

29
One of the answer is right, but wearing fashionable clothes?
Is it allowed? Here I will give some view for what you can
wear to campus.

30
For feminine girls instead you wear jeans, you can wear skirt
but it must be under your knees.

31
But, what is mostly happens is rich students will be very
dominating. They will use branded clothes every day in the
campus.
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No Sentence

32

It’s okay if one middle-low student has strong mental to
overcome the dominating from rich students, but for a
middle-low student who isn’t mentally strong enough, it’ll be
quite dangerous because it may causes that student to feel
shy, mentally down, even stop from the college only because
he/she can’t compete their clothes’ brand with the rich
students’ and that mostly cause by they (middle-low student)
doesn’t have enough money to buy branded clothes.

33
They may want to follow the newest trend but at least they
can’t use their new clothes in the college while in fact they’ll
spent their time mostly in the campus.

34
This crime happened not because of the public vehicles
security, but it was because the passengers did not watch
themselves while taking public vehicles.

35
It is true, but people never realize that when each person
drives his or her car, the more crowded the streets will be.

36
The main reason of traffic congestion is that people prefer to
use private cars, but they do not consider the effect of it.

37
However, arresting them is not enough because what they
have done is an extreme crime.

38

In addition, when the pedophiles rape the kids what they get
is pleasure, but do they think about what the kids feel? What
they feel was only pain because they still do not know
anything about sex, and the pedophiles do not even consider
that.

39

Even though by punishing them with the chemical
emasculation can take their right to have sex as human
beings, it is still fair because they also have taken the right of
the kids to feel safe.

40
The officers also train them to be better people when they are
out of jail. However, the lust they have to kids come from
themselves.
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No Sentence

41
Although they are still kid, they can be traumatized because
of that bad experience.

42
Even though sometimes they forget the details, it still can
affect them.

43
However it is important to know that cell phone should not
be used on the classroom, so it means there is no cell phone
in the classroom.

44
If they want to bring the cell phone in class, it’s okay but it’s
better for them to switch the ring off during the learning
process.

45

By installing CCTV in the class, it doesn’t mean that the
school let the teachers more relaxed or made them become
lazier, but CCTV can help the teacher in monitoring the
students especially when the teacher is not in the class or
there is a dismissal class, the teacher can check the students
activities through CCTV so that the learning process can still
run well.
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Table 3: Logical Connectors Showing Cause and Effect Taken
From the Students’ Compositions.
No. Sentence

1

I am against this revolutionary thought because I believe that
the use of cellphone in the classroom distracts the students
attention, disrespects the teacher and also lowers the students
grade.

2
If a cellphone suddenly rings in a classroom I have no doubt
that everyone will be disturbed.

3

Not only distracting for a few seconds but also half of the
class or maybe more will be distracted for a longer time
because they find something to be replied on their
cellphones.

4

The teacher will be disrespected because he tries to deliver
his knowledge with all his heart content to you and he finds
out that some of the students pay no attention while holding
their cellphones.

5

He will be upset for sure. In this situation the students may
get scolded by the teacher and it makes them feel humiliated
in front of the classroom and worst the teacher may mark
their names and reduce their scores because of the behavior
problems.

6
They will no longer listen to the teacher because they are too
busy with their cellphones which makes they will learn
nothing from the teacher.

7
To conclude, the use of cellphone should be prohibited in the
classroom because there is no advantages of it.

8
Those all of benefits are definitely really efficient for
students, but if the students can not use mobile phone
responsibly, it can be a danger for them.

9

I think if school bans students bringing their mobile phone
their concentration in class will be not disturbed, there will be
no violation by students, and also no infraction in their
academy activity.
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No. Sentence

10
First, as I wrote before in the first paragraph that if no mobile
phone in the class, there will be a full concentration.

11
It’s going to be different if students are allowed to bring their
mobile phone.

12

They are also so busy with their mobile phone also if there
are some messages or calling, they forget to keep their
mobile phone silent, it will also disturb teaching learning
process.

13
If the school allow the students bring their phone, and then
they brow a negative thing when in class, the teacher find it,
then students are punished.

14

If students are allowed to bring their phone in class. We as
teachers cannot predict what will they (the students) do with
their phone. One day, there is a quiz in class. There is a
student that is not ready and prepared on that quiz.
Fortunately, the school allow its student to bring the phone in
class. So, that student makes his quiz dependent on his
phone. Because he will get the answer in his phone by
browsing the internet.

15
Beside on those all negative things above, I will put a
solution that is the important thing the teachers can do if the
students are very need the mobile phone although in school.

16 Because it will not inflict the students and also the school.

17
All things can be better, if we can do it responsibly in a better
way.

18
It’s better if 21st becomes the proper age to bring a
transportation.

19 Why? Because 17 years old child isn’t mature enough.

20
The children are also seldom to practice because of their
school days.

21
There are some cases that young child got an accident
because he doesn’t have enough experience in driving.
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No. Sentence

22
Because of young age in bringing a transportation, it may
happen an accident.

23
For 17 years old children, driving a car is dangerous because
they are not well-experienced.

24
They feel like the phones is the part of their soul, so they
can’t leave them at home.

25
Because of this situation, they tend to bring it to school even
though they’re already knew that they’re not allowed to.

26
For example, in the middle of having class, you fell sick and
you want to go home, then you can use your phone to call
your parents and pick you up.

27
So many students having making this situation to become
such a big problem just so that they are allowed to bring it.

28
Another problem is it will be a disturbance for the teacher
while having a class because students tend to play with their
gadgets and not listen to what the teacher says.

29

Also the students are less likely to understand the material
because they’re to busy with their gadgets, chatting, upload
their status on facebook and twitter, post photos on
instagram, or even play games.

30
Moreover, if the students are allowed to bring their phones
then they will use it to cheat in quiz or even in examination.

31
However, a lot of student protest that if they are not allowed
then the rule of not to bring phone in class should be applied
on teachers too.

32 Teachers have to respect if they want to be respected.

33

Sure the teachers have a lot of activities, but they have to be
wise in organizing the time, if you’re still teaching then put
your phone in silent mode, and leave it at your office or just
simply put it in your pocket.
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34

However every school in this country, well not just in this
country but all over the world provides phone inside the
building, so you can just simply ask for help to one of your
teacher to call your parents.

35
So, cellphone shouldn’t be brought or used in class because
it will be a disturbance while having a class. This rule is
applied for both students and also teachers.

36
Because of the benefit from using mobile phone every people
really interested using it, especially for teenager.

37
So, teenagers will always bring their mobile phone
everywhere and anytime.

38
It sound like mobile phone is the part of their life, so they
cannot life without mobile phone.

39

The reason why they allow their students to bring mobile
phone is because to call their parents if there is something
important, also because the international school so mobile
phone is allowed and other reasons. However, mobile phone
is also have bad thing or bad effect for the students, more
over if they bring mobile phone to the school and using it in
the class.

40 So I do agree if no cellphones in class.

41
First reason why mobile phones is not allowed in class is
because it will disturb the class.

42
So if they are allowed to use cell phone in class it very
impossible to them understand the lesson because they will
busy with their cellphones.
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No. Sentence

43

Also with cellphone students can be lazier, because they can
open the internet to find the assignment that their teacher
give. It will make student lazy to think, they will just open
the internet and searching for the answer then copy paste. For
example if they are given assignment about descriptive text
and their teacher asked them to make example about it. There
is a lot of example of it in the internet, so they just copy the
article that they choose and write it down.

44
Because of this reason cell phones should not be allowed to
bring in class by students.

45
It is fine for students to has cell phones because it’s modern
era, but don’t bring them when school.

46
Because the goal of school is to get knowledge for better
future not for playing cell phone and make them lack of
knowledge from teacher.

47

I personally disagree with mobile phones in classroom
because it is not a must for students to bring mobile phone in
class, it is a distraction for the student’s concentration during
the lesson, and also it increase the risk of cheating.

48
Using mobile phones in class is not necessary, since the
students have to put their concentration fully on the lessons.

49
Once their mobile phone is ringing by a message or a call,
their concentration will be lost because they want to replay
the texts soon and also wondering who calls them.

50

The students should submit their mobile phones in a certain
place before entering the classroom, because bringing their
mobile phones in classroom will only be a distraction for
them.

51
Another reason why I don’t suggest mobile phones in
classroom is because it can increase the risk of cheating
among the students, especially during examinations.

52
What the generation would be if things like this happens
everyday.
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53
When CCTV installed people who looked at it will
automatically feel like there is someone who’s watching
them, therefore they will act more careful.

54
The CCTV is always “On”, so the school would know if
there any intruders or misbehave happen in the classroom.

55
Therefore, installing CCTV in class can prevent misbehave
of students or any citizen of the school.

56
So, the teachers have to be creative to let their students
express their feelings and creativity in class.

57
The teacher have to ensure and encourage the students to be
creative and that it is okay to make mistakes because we
learn from mistakes too.

58
So, teachers can use these footage to reflect on their own
teaching methods, whether the methods they use that day in
class is effective or not.

59

Setting CCTV in class may pressured the students in class, as
they feel like being watched all day, but if teachers do their
role in encouraging and believing in their students’
performance, then CCTV can do no harm in students’ active
performance.

60

However, it is also a dilemma on how we can punish those
child predators, who have destroyed many children’s futures,
so that they do not repeat their action. Some people say that
chemical emasculation is the best way to punish the
pedophiles.

61
Chemical emasculation is an action of injecting chemical
substances in order to reduce or remove testosterone levels,
which can reduce their libido (sexual desires).
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62

However, I personally do not agree to use chemical
emasculation as punishment for pedophiles because
pedophiles are suffered from mental disorder, chemical
emasculation might cause other health problems, the effect of
chemical emasculation is temporary, there is not enough
money and the pedophiles still might do sexual harassment to
children to take revenge or have fun.

63

Thus, chemical emasculation is not an effective way to
punish pedophiles. By getting forced to have chemical
emasculation, men can think that they have already lost their
“pride” since they have no more testosterone.

64

Mental behavior treatment is the most effective way to help
them not to do sexual harassment to children anymore, it can
help them to control themselves, preventing themselves to do
the sexual harassment more effectively because they
mentally, consciously learn about themselves and their
mental disorder.

65

Moreover, if they only get chemical emasculation, they still
recognize themselves as pedophiles and might do sexual
harassment to children. They need cure, not depletion of
testosterone.

66
Due to this, the pedophiles still can get their sexual desires
back and start to do molesting or sexual harassment toward
children.

67
Also, by looking at this country’s financial conditions,
government might not be able to support this chemical
emasculation because of the lack of fund.

68
They might do sexual harassment because they think that
they are already known as pedophiles and thus they don’t
hold their selves back.
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69

Also for the sake of revenge, pedophiles still do sexual
harassment because they have been injected the chemical
emasculation as the punishment and they need to get more
victims as the compensation. This is because they do not
know themselves and learn more about themselves. Thus,
they potentially do not hold themselves back and avoid doing
sexual harassment.

70

To sum up, chemical emasculation is not an effective
punishment for pedophiles because pedophiles suffer mental
disorder and thus they need a mental treatment, not
biological treatment.

71
In addition, to get maximum result, chemical emasculation
should be done for several times periodically and the
government can’t afford it because of its high price.

72

Last, eventhough pedophiles have had chemical
emasculation, the chance that they repeat the sexual
harassment is still high because they might do it for either
taking revenge or having fun.

73
I agree if senior high school students do not bring mobile
phone in the class because it can disturb them when they are
studying in class.

74
Cell phone can destroy senior high school student’s
knowledge because they always play gadget in the class.

75
Second, teacher should give the punishment when their
students play mobile phone or control their students, so that
their students focus with the lesson or pay attention.

76

For example, my English teacher (Mr. Alex), he gives the
punishment because his student play mobile phone in the
class. At that time he takes his student’s cellphone for six
months. In my opinion, my English teacher (Mr. Alex) is
right because he wants to his student to pay attention or
focus with the lesson, he wants to his student to get
knowledge.
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77

The last, students become lazy to study because they always
focus with their mobile phone, they feel enjoy to watch porno
video in youtube, and they can make a sexual harassment at
school.

78
Second reason is become lazy student. Maybe the student did
not know about the lesson/subject. So, become lazy student.

79

But, if their parents knows about the weakness of their
children, perhaps their parents will encourage their children,
such as take private course or another course based on the
students can not follow the subject or lesson.

80

It is better if their parents call their teacher in the student’s
school for teach their children. So, the teacher will know the
weakness of the student too. It could be increase score for
student.

81

The third reason is the students can be passive person. They
will did not want join organization, such as OSIS, boy or girl
scout, PMR, Kader, UKS and also another committees held
on their school. Why? Because the student want to meet or
face to face with their gadget.

82
If they have any messenger, they should reply fast. So, I
think it is the reason, if the student to very lazy to join
organization or committee or busy with their self.

83
Because they waste time and money for playing game online,
chatting, watching youtube and also googling not about the
lesson or increase knowledges.

84

So, the students can be not smart or brilliant student like their
friend who are diligent and listen well the teacher during
teach the lesson and also have note so the student can study
again in their home or with their teamwork.

85
In here, I am very agree if the students not allowed bring the
cellphone or gadget in the classroom.

86
There is another way to solve the problem about this, if their
parents disagree.
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87

I think, the student’s cellphone will keep the assistant of
school in the teacher room and will back after the lesson
already finish. So, the student can call their driver or parents
to pick up their children easily.

88
Another way is the teacher or school will help to call their
driver or parent to pick up their children. So, the students
really did not bring their cellphone or gadget in the school.

89
Banning smoking regulation has already been run in some
countries since it is believed to be the most effective way.

90
The second reason why antismoking laws by banning
smoking should not be done is because the government
underestimates citizens’ thinking.

91
It seems like the government doesn’t respect the capability of
logical thinking of the society, therefore, the government
makes a law to control their own choices

92 Because of the antismoking laws, people quit smoking.

93
They don’t stop smoking because they know that smoking
has a bad effect on them.

94
Rather than getting caught by police because of smoking
activity, smokers will pretend to quit smoking.

95
We can’t simply propose to ban smoking since cigarette and
its factory give a lot of contributions to the country.

96

Chemical emasculation is a process of injecting a chemical
substance called anti androgen to weaken or to finally
obliterate the force coming from the testosterone so that
someone will have no sexual desire anymore.

97

If chemical emasculation is legalized and applied as the
punishment for pedophiles, government and our law
enforcement will be able to prevent pedophiles to repeat their
action, spread fear among the pedophiles who are willing or
planning their actions, and reduce the possibility of the
regeneration of pedophiles.
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98
While they are in prison, they must have to hold back their
sexual desire; however, if they are released, they will tend to
fulfil their desire which has so long been denied.

99
This intention can lead them to find other victims and repeat
their crimes over and over again. Therefore, chemical
emasculation is needed to anticipate this.

100

Chemical emasculation will weaken or even obliterate
pedophiles’ sexual desire, so after they are free from prison,
they will have no force which drives them to repeat their
actions.

101
When they’re thinking this way, they will be unlikely to
commit actions which always run in their mind because it
can mean suicide.

102

Spreading fear brought by punishments, since ancient time,
has been proven to be effective in dealing with serious threat,
and it is expected to remain effective if applied in Indonesia
related to our law which is very weak and has been proven
not to promote any fear among pedophiles.

103
If chemical emasculation is applied, the possibility of the
regeneration of pedophiles will be reduced.

104
It means, if pedophiles continuously do their actions, the
regeneration of pedophiles will always continue.

105

First reason is disturbing the concrentation for the student if
the students bring mobile phone in the class, the students can
not concreate with the explanation that the teacher gives to
you because of the ringing mobile phone and the message can
cause students do not get anything from the lesson.

106
The students prefer to concreate with the message that do not
important, it can cause you the bad mark because you do not
concreate well with the explanation from the teacher.
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107

When the teacher gives some exercise to the students, the
student feel lazy to do this because the student can browse
anything from mobile phone and get the information that they
need to do the exercise.

108
If the students do the test because of mobile phone. They do
not need to study anymore.

109
It can cause the teacher do not know the ability of the
students because the result of the student do not accurate.

110
Because of that things, we agree that a boy or girl who reach
21 years old, they are allowed to make their driving license of
them.

111
If they are not 21 yet, they could not drive wherever they
want.

112
Why I said so? because as I know, when the children reach
the age of 21 they are totally mature and they are not children
anymore.

113
They are adult who has no idea about a competition things
that can lead to a dangerous risks. So, the children at this age
will choose to be a safe driver than a dangerous driver.

114
If the children under 21, they will show off about their ability
in driving and they drive with high speed without thinking
about the risk. That is very dangerous things.

115
We see that it better to legalize driving license if the children
has reach 21 years old.

116
They will be psychologically ready because from the
psychological side, when they reach that age, they will
psychologically mature.

117
They know how to behave, they know how to control
themselves, and the pride of theirselves is not as high as they
were children. So, they can drive safely.

118
If I said mentally maybe it is a little bit abstract because we
do not even know how to measure the readiness of their
mental.
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119
Mental here is very important things because while we are
driving we need our mental to prepare everything that might
be happened.

120
The cars and motorcycles can attack us if the driver lost
control.

121
We as the driver of our car should be mentally ready. If we
are not ready, we might have another problems with the
people around us.

122
It is a good way if we legalize the driving license when we
reach the age of 21.

123
The main reason said that CCTV is needed because it is able
to record anythings.

124
Unfortunately, it is not enough if the school use it for their
environment only, because we know that the school has
many rooms that also needed to use CCTV.

125
If we used it in the class, we will know all of the activities in
there. It is important for us to know what is going on.

126

From CCTV in the class, we are able to watch how the
teacher teachs the student, what is the student’s activity while
the teacher is teaching them, and what do the teacher do to
the students if there are trouble in the class.

127
All of those activities that are recorded by CCTV can be
observed by the head of the school or other teachers so it will
be easy to the teacher to improve their teaching skill.

128
The students will enjoy their free time to do whatever they
want to do because they know the teacher will be back to the
class when it is the time to start the lesson.

129
If CCTV is used in the class room, we can watch what is the
student’s activity when the teacher leave the class.

130
If there is an indicate that students will have fight, we can
directly go to the class and prevent that thing happen.

131
If we use CCTV in the classroom, we will not only feel safe
but also feel better.
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132
This is because CCTV make us feel like we are watched so
no one will do bad thing to us.

133

What is in your mind if I ask you about study in University?
For twelve grader, who have already finished the final exam
and will continue to study in University, they might think that
the schedule is not as full as in their Senior High school and
also they can express themselves by wearing fashionable
clothes. Perhaps, many of teenagers likes to watch
Indonesian’s drama, so they think that they can wears any
fashionable clothes to campus.

134
The first, from the top, wears a shirt. Be polite because you
are not going to the mall, you are going to the where
educated people live.

135
If your shirt does not have sleeves, you can simply add
blazer.

136
The second, wears a pair of jeans, do not use legging because
is not good to see someone wears legging at campus.

137
If you are man, you can wear sport shoes and for feminine
girls if you do not like wear a pair of shoes, you can wear flat
shoes.

138

In the summary, if you wear a shirt which have neck and
sleeves and a pair of long jeans or for woman wear skirt
under your knees and also wears a pair of shoes, not sandals
you will be judge as have a good attitude.

139

Actually it is very bad if in the middle of the lesson, the
students are playing with their gadget and do not pay
attention in class, it can disturb to the other students,
text/BBM-ing with someone special and cheat on the tests.

140

First, the students are playing with their gadget in the class. It
is very bad attitude. Why? Because when the teacher keep
talking to explain the materials and some of students play
with the gadget.

141 It becomes a serious problem if the teacher know about that.
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142
Maybe because they feel bored or the students do not like
that teacher.

143
It can be nice if the whole of the class we as the students to
pay attention.

144
Why can they do that? Because they are lazy and never study
so they just capture or photo the materials to get a good score
without their effort.

145

In fact, no uniform is actually can put us in many problems
like wasting money for a temporary satisfying (to buy new
clothes and tomorrow buy the new one again because we
already bored with the old clothes, until we don’t realize that
we spent our money very fast, and then we regret it in the end
of the month), next is we will have to always update our
clothes so that everyone will think that we are fashionable
enough, where it’s just make us never satisfy with our
appearance and that’s so for sure.

146

It’s okay if one middle-low student has strong mental to
overcome the dominating from rich students, but for a
middle-low student who isn’t mentally strong enough, it’ll be
quite dangerous because it may causes that student to feel
shy, mentally down, even stop from the college only because
he/she can’t compete their clothes’ brand with the rich
students’ and that mostly cause by they (middle-low student)
doesn’t have enough money to buy branded clothes.

147

That’s why, if the college has dress codes or uniform for the
students, it will very helpful to reduce the gap between rich
and poor students, because all of them will be forced to use
the same uniform or clothes which have the same brand,
price, model, and quality.

148
The other advantages of college’s dress code is it can help the
student to save their money because they don’t need to buy
new clothes oftenly.
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149

It’s also good for students who come from a middle-low
economy background because they don’t need to stress to
find money in order to buy new clothes routinely only to
make their selves look similar and as fashionable as the rich
students.

150

Prevent bullying is also another positive thing from the dress
codes in college because as we know that the model choices
of clothes for students who are overweight are not as much as
the model choices of clothes for who with a normal weight.

151
An obese student can’t use mini dress because it will show
their big belly.

152
That can makes a fat student to get bully from a normal
weight student because their clothes’ model are not as much
as the others and it will reduce their fashionable rate.

153
For example, a go green college will make a green color
uniform so that people in the outside can realize that go
green image from seeing the students of the college.

154
Give one day free uniform day for the students so they can
still have a chance to express their fashion style.

155
These ways are not quite effective because there still many
traffic congestions happen on some streets, especially on the
streets in the center of the city.

156

Taking private cars is considered more comfortable because
private cars have AC system, radio, CD player and even
television which can be used as entertainment and relaxation
devices for people in the middle of their way.

157

Most people are afraid to take public vehicles because they
are considered as unsafe. This crime happened not because
of the public vehicles security, but it was because the
passengers did not watch themselves while taking public
vehicles.

158
People prefer taking private cars because they think that they
can go anywhere easily and faster than taking public vehicles.
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159
Traffic congestion can be reduced if people change their
thoughts about public vehicles and start to take them.

160
If it is really needed to take your private car, you can take
your whole family members in one car to go to different
places by turn

161 If you use in class room, you can control the students easily.

162
There are many benefits for teachers and students if they use
CCTV in class room.

163
In addition; when students are doing exam the teacher are
able to monitoring the students who are cheating in class. So
CCTV is very usefull.

164
Second, the students can feel more safty if their school is
installed by CCTV So the parents of the students do not need
afraid.

165
If the school do not have CCTV, many people or foreign
people from outside can enter the school easily.

166
It is not a normal situation because most people are attracted
sexually to someone who is or has been through the puberty.

167
Pedophiles are really dangerous because when they are
aroused to a certain kid, they will rape the kid.

168
If the pedophile is male, he does not only do that to female
kids but also to male kids throught their anus, just like the
news about Jakarta International School case.

169

However, arresting them is not enough because what they
have done is an extreme crime. What they deserve to get is
the chemical emasculation because: it is more fair, it can
completely stop it from happening, and it can protect the
other kids from being the victims.

170
The first reason is because the chemical emasculation
punishment is more fair than being arrested.

171
The kids will surely feel afraid to meet the same person or
even other adult strangers because of that experience.
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172

In addition, when the pedophiles rape the kids what they get
is pleasure, but do they think about what the kids feel? What
they feel was only pain because they still do not know
anything about sex, and the pedophiles do not even consider
that.

173

Even though by punishing them with the chemical
emasculation can take their right to have sex as human
beings, it is still fair because they also have taken the right of
the kids to feel safe. Therefore, from all the things the
pedophiles do, it is more fair to give them the chemical
emasculation punishment because when they do sexual
harashness they also get sexual punishment.

174
If pedophiles are only arrested in jail, when they are free
there is a big possibility that they will not do the same thing.
It is totally right that in prison, they learn many things.

175
Arresting them will not help them to control it because it is
naturally from themselves.

176
If they are punished with the chemical emasculation, they
will lose the eagerness of having sex, so they will not
attracted sexually to kids anymore.

177
Although they are still kid, they can be traumatized because
of that bad experience.

178
Ask your kids to always tell you what happens to them every
day. If there is something wrong or unusual, you can check
with their teachers or babysitters.

179
Tell your kids to be careful to strangers, and if possible not
to talk or be near to anyone of them.

180 Tell the police if you know any suspects or pedophile.

181
Recently, most of people have their own mobile phone and
the rating of user is increase dramatically because of the
functions and the features of mobile phone.
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182

Because it can cause three main distraction, such as it can
distract the students concentration, provide the opportunity to
cheat and the last is they will play the games during the
learning process.

183
Recently a study demonstrated that many school prohibit the
students to use their phone in the classroom and I think that it
is reasonable because it can distract their concentration.

184
So the students will be more focus in their gadget rather than
in the teacher’s explanation.

185

And also some of them may use the features from the mobile
phone to cheat, such as use the calculator to count something
and of course it will make the score will not accurate because
they do an instant way and they will more depend on their
mobile phone rather than use their mind to do critical
thinking to solve problem.

186

So, it means that they should not play the games or use
another electronic equipment during the lesson because they
will not get anything or the point of learning after the
learning process finished.

187

Therefore, school should prohibit the students to use cell
phones in class because it can cause three main distractions,
such as distract the students concentration, provide the
opportunity to cheat during the test and the last is the students
will play the games during the learning process.

188
If they want to bring the cell phone in class, it’s okay but it’s
better for them to switch the ring off during the learning
process. So, it will not distract their concentration.

189
In other way, if there is a locker in front of the class, it’s
better for them to put their phone there during the lesson and
they can use it again after the learning process finished.
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190

By installing CCTV in the class, it doesn’t mean that the
school let the teachers more relaxed or made them become
lazier, but CCTV can help the teacher in monitoring the
students especially when the teacher is not in the class or
there is a dismissal class, the teacher can check the students
activities through CCTV so that the learning process can still
run well.

191
If there is a CCTV in the class, these kinds of actions can be
prevented.

192
If there is no CCTV in the classroom, it can be hard to find

the criminals.

193
Since there are a lot people in a city, the main roads of the
city will be overrun by vehicles if all the people use their
private cars

194
Traffic jams will be a common thing if this happens which is
we should ban the use of private vehicles in the downtown
area.

195
It can be dangerous, if people a less stress and angry because
eventually a draw will happen.

196
If we were to ban private cars in the city centre, there will
less traffic and people can get to their destinations quicker.

197
The second reason is if a lot of people use private car, the
pollution level will automatically increase.

198
Since the city centre is the heart, people there will be polluted
with pollution if there are thousands of private cars.

199
We should stop private cars to enter the city centre because
they can cause car accidents and even destruction to city
property.

200
If we ban private cars in the downtown area everything will
be much smoother and the roads will be less crowded

201
Walk, perhaps the healthiest way is to walk to the city centre
if one’s house is near.
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Table 4: Logical Connectors Showing SequenceTaken From the
Students’ Compositions.
No. Sentence

1
The first matter is cellphone will distract the students
attention from the teacher.

2
Another problem is when the other students hear the noise or
see some of them are holding cellphone.

3
The second problem is the use of cellphone in the classroom
can disrespect the teacher.

4

The teacher will be disrespected because he tries to deliver
his knowledge with all his heart content to you and he finds
out that some of the students pay no attention while holding
their cellphones.

5
Finally it can lower the students grade. Just imagine that in
the learning activity full of students holding their cellphones
of course the grade will drop.

6
When the time of the examination, they will be surprised
because of none of the questions can be answered.

7
To conclude, the use of cellphone should be prohibited in the
classroom because there is no advantages of it.

8
First, as I wrote before in the first paragraph that if no mobile
phone in the class, there will be a full concentration. The
teaching learning process in class will not be disturbed.

9
Then, no mobile phone in class can decrease the violation
done by the students. As we know that one of the mobile
phone’s benefits is that browsing something.

10
If the school allow the students bring their phone, and then
they brow a negative thing when in class, the teacher find it,
then students are punished.

11
The third is that no mobile phone in class, no infraction in
class also

12
Finally, to sum up those all things, I absolutely say “Yes” for
not allowing the mobile phone brought in class.

13
The teachers will give it back to them maybe when the break
time or when students go home.
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14
The first reason is the children who are younger than 21 still
need more experiences in driving or riding.

15
The second reason is 21 years old children or adolescents are
ready and mature to bring a transportation.

16
The third reason is by legalize 21 as a proper age, it reduce
the number of accidents.

17

For example, a 16th years old child watches a television. In
there, there is an action of racing and he thinks that it’s a cool
way to drive a car. Then, he tries to do like in the television.
After that, he accidentally hit the motorist on the street.
Finally, he should pay the risks cause of his fault.

18
The conclusion is 21 years old is an ideal age to bring a
transportation.

19
When children are 21, they have more confidences and
readiness to drive.

20
Sure, phone is something that can be usefull when you need it
the most.

21
Another problem is it will be a disturbance for the teacher
while having a class because students tend to play with their
gadgets and not listen to what the teacher says.

22

For example, use the phone in class whenever they want to,
make a phonecall while having a class and for some teachers,
they even play games while the students are still having a
group discussion.

23

So, cellphone shouldn’t be brought or used in class because it
will be a disturbance while having a class. This rule is applied
for both students and also teachers. After having a class then
you can just go back to your beloved phones and play with it
again.

24
First reason why mobile phones is not allowed in class is
because it will disturb the class.

25
When class starting and the teacher is explaining the
material, suddenly one of the student’s cellphone is ringing.
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26

Moreover, while there is a quiz and the students are focusing
their mind in quiz given, then suddenly one of the students
cellphone is ringing, it will very disturb them and make their
focus become unfocus.

27
Second reason is students will use cellphone in class
everytime eventhough the teacher teaching and explaing the
material or the lesson.

28
The last reason why cellphone should not be allowed in
class is to prevent students cheating during the quiz.

29
It is fine for students to has cell phones because it’s modern
era, but don’t bring them when school. So they can more
focus in class and listening the teacher

30

Once their mobile phone is ringing by a message or a call,
their concentration will be lost because they want to replay
the texts soon and also wondering who calls them. One of the
distracters is also the games on their mobile phones.

31
I experienced the same thing when I was still in high school.
It is very distracting and this is one of the reasons I say no to
mobile phones in classroom.

32

The students should submit their mobile phones in a certain
place before entering the classroom, because bringing their
mobile phones in classroom will only be a distraction for
them.

33
When the students cannot answer the questions during the
exercise or in the examination, they tend to find an easy way.

34
Even when they already get the answers from the net, they
can also share what they have got to their friends via texting.

35

When CCTV installed people who looked at it will
automatically feel like there is someone who’s watching
them, therefore they will act more careful. Of course
someone who has the authority of operating and monitoring
the CCTV has to be a person that is trusted, like the
headmaster of the school.
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36
In conclusion, I believe that installing CCTV in class is
worth to do.

37
First, pedophiles are suffered from a mental disorder called
pedophilia.

38
Last, the pedophiles might still do sexual harassment to
children, even though they have gotten chemical
emasculation, to take revenge.

39

To sum up, chemical emasculation is not an effective
punishment for pedophiles because pedophiles suffer mental
disorder and thus they need a mental treatment, not biological
treatment.

40

Last, eventhough pedophiles have had chemical
emasculation, the chance that they repeat the sexual
harassment is still high because they might do it for either
taking revenge or having fun.

41
I agree if senior high school students do not bring mobile
phone in the class because it can disturb them when they are
studying in class.

42
First, senior high school student should pay attention when
the teacher explain the material, not to ply mobile phone in
the class.

43
For example, my friend (Dedy) play mobile phone in the
class when there is a Biology subject. He do not pay attention
to my Biology teacher when she explain the material.

44
Second, teacher should give the punishment when their
students play mobile phone or control their students, so that
their students focus with the lesson or pay attention.

45

The last, students become lazy to study because they always
focus with their mobile phone, they feel enjoy to watch porno
video in youtube, and they can make a sexual harassment at
school.
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46

The conclusion are the students should pay attention to the
teacher when teacher explain the material, cell phone can
make students lazy to study and students can make a sexual
harassment at school.

47
First reason I agree with this topic (no mobile phone in
class) is the students can not develop their creativity and also
can not focus with the lesson teacher given and taught.

48
Second reason is become lazy student. Maybe the student
did not know about the lesson/subject.

49 The third reason is the students can be passive person.

50
So, I think it is the reason, if the student to very lazy to join
organization or committee or busy with their self.

51
The fourth reason and the last reason is the student can be
selfish with their circumstance or atmosphere in their school.

52
I think, the student’s cellphone will keep the assistant of
school in the teacher room and will back after the lesson
already finish.

53

The first and most important thing to be considered is the
personal choice. Personal choice is the right that should be
fulfilled by the government after the society has done their
obligation, for example: pay taxes and obey the rules.

54
The second reason why antismoking laws by banning
smoking should not be done is because the government
underestimates citizens’ thinking.

55
Ironically, when they have chance to smoke, they will do it
again or even worse.

56
The last reason that also important to be considered is about
the job field.

57
To sum up this essay, I believe that antismoking laws need
to be discussed again for its implications in the future.
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58

It was started with the case which happened in Jakarta
International School. A Pedophile who worked as a school
cleaner at JIS sexually abused 5-year-old student. Then, a
pedophile was caught by the police in Surabaya after posting
inappropriate photographs of children he deceived.

59
While they are in prison, they must have to hold back their
sexual desire; however, if they are released, they will tend to
fulfil their desire which has so long been denied.

60

Chemical emasculation will weaken or even obliterate
pedophiles’ sexual desire, so after they are free from prison,
they will have no force which drives them to repeat their
actions.

61

Chemical emasculation has severely frightening and fearful
impression. This can help government and law enforcements
promote fear among the pedophiles. When fear has been
promoted, pedophiles will be forced to at least think twice
before committing their actions. Once they’re caught, it is
possible for them to be punished with chemical emasculation.
When they’re thinking this way, they will be unlikely to
commit actions which always run in their mind because it can
mean suicide.

62

Still related to the previous point, it will promote fear, and
when fear overcomes many intentions of pedophiles to
commit their actions, they will force themselves to find
proper treatment (psychological theraphy, etc).

63
When this possibility reaches at zero level, Indonesia will be
free from pedophiles though it may take very long time.
First reason is disturbing the concrentation for the student if
the students bring mobile phone in the class, the students can
not concreate with the explanation that the teacher gives to
you because of the ringing mobile phone and the message can
cause students do not get anything from the lesson.

64 The second reason is making the students lazy.
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65

When the teacher gives some exercise to the students, the
student feel lazy to do this because the student can browse
anything from mobile phone and get the information that they
need to do the exercise.

66
The third reason is causing the students become dishonest
about the test.

67
The students can ask their mobile phone back, after the class
is over.

68
Maybe their parents also do not care about them until they
have got an accident their parents just realized.

69
The first reason is they are emotionally ready at the age of
21.

70
Why I said so/ because as I know, when the children reach
the age of 21 they are totally mature and they are not children
anymore.

71

We know that more or less one year ago, there is a case about
Ahmad Dani’s son. He drove his car with a very high speed.
He did not even think about the risk. After that, his car is out
of control so that the car go onto the other side of the street.

72
The second reason is about psychologically ready at the age
of 21.

73
They will be psychologically ready because from the
psychological side, when they reach that age, they will
psychologically mature.

74 The third reason is about mentally ready.

75
Mental here is very important things because while we are
driving we need our mental to prepare everything that might
be happened.

76
For example: when we drive our car, the street could be very
crowded and there are many cars and motorcycles that will
accompany us in the street.

77
It is a good way if we legalize the driving license when we
reach the age of 21
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78

From CCTV in the class, we are able to watch how the
teacher teachs the student, what is the student’s activity while
the teacher is teaching them, and what do the teacher do to
the students if there are trouble in the class.

79
As we know that after the class is finished by the teacher, the
teacher will leave the class and it is the time for the students
to use their rest time in the class.

80
The students will enjoy their free time to do whatever they
want to do because they know the teacher will be back to the
class when it is the time to start the lesson.

81
If CCTV is used in the class room, we can watch what is the
student’s activity when the teacher leave the class.

82

First, the students are playing with their gadget in the class.
It is very bad attitude. Why? Because when the teacher keep
talking to explain the materials and some of students play
with the gadget.

83
After that the students do not pay attention in his/her class. It
make many students not focus in the class and can bring a
negative effects.

84 Second, it can disturb to the other students.
85 Third, text/ BBm-ing  with someone special.
86 The students can text/ BBM-ing after the class finish.

87
Fourth, cheat on the tests. We know that many students use
their phone to make an answer for tests.

88
The prepare all of them before the tests and use it during the
tests. The students type in note and save it.

89

In summary, we know that there are four reasons why not
use cell phone in the classroom because the students are
playing with their gadget and do not pay attention in the
class, it can disturb the other students, text/BBM- ing with
someone special and cheat on the tests.

90
After we graduate from Senior High School, one thing that
make us really happy is an idea  that we will be free from the
responsibility to use uniform every day.
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91

In fact, no uniform is actually can put us in many problems
like wasting money for a temporary satisfying (to buy new
clothes and tomorrow buy the new one again because we
already bored with the old clothes, until we don’t realize that
we spent our money very fast, and then we regret it in the
end of the month), next is we will have to always update our
clothes so that everyone will think that we are fashionable
enough, where it’s just make us never satisfy with our
appearance and that’s so for sure.

92

That’s why continuing the use of uniform (dress codes) after
we graduate from Senior High School have many positive
advantages such as encourage the power of equality, saving
money, prevent bullying, and help college’s image building.

93
When we enter the college, of course we will meet many
new friends with different economy background.

94
They may want to follow the newest trend but at least they
can’t use their new clothes in the college while in fact they’ll
spent their time mostly in the campus.

95
The last is that dress codes in college can help the image
building of the college. Here it means that a uniform can
increase the nationality rate of the college.

96
Many activities that can be done in a private car; people can
be more relaxed as they listen to the music from the radio or
watch movie on the television.

97
This crime happened not because of the public vehicles
security, but it was because the passengers did not watch
themselves while taking public vehicles.

98
It is true, but people never realize that when each person
drives his or her car, the more crowded the streets will be.

99
While you are taking the public vehicles, always be aware of
strangers and keep your belongings safe.

100
The teacher can control the students easily, so the teacher
could know anything what the students are doing when the
teacher out of the class.
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101
In addition; when students are doing exam, the teacher are
able to monitoring the students who are cheating in class. So
CCTV is very usefull.

102
Second, the students can feel more safty if their school is
installed by CCTV So the parents of the students do not need
afraid.

103 Third, CCTV can make the class room safty.

104
So the conclution is using or installing CCTV in class is
very usefull not only for students and techers but also the
perents of student can feel their child more safty.

105 A pedophile is someone who is aroused when he sees kids.

106
Pedophiles are really dangerous because when they are
aroused to a certain kid, they will rape the kid.

107

In addition, when the pedophiles rape the kids what they get
is pleasure, but do they think about what the kids feel? What
they feel was only pain because they still do not know
anything about sex, and the pedophiles do not even consider
that.

108

Therefore, from all the things the pedophiles do, it is more
fair to give them the chemical emasculation punishment
because when they do sexual harashness they also get sexual
punishment.

109
A pedophile cannot control his lust when he is attracted to a
kid.

110
If pedophiles are only arrested in jail, when they are free
there is a big possibility that they will not do the same thing.
It is totally right that in prison, they learn many things.

111
The officers also train them to be better people when they are
out of jail.

112
The third reason is it can protect the other children from
being the victims.

113
The second reason is it can completely stop it from
happening
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114
The first reason is because the chemical emasculation
punishment is more fair than being arrested.

115
First, cell phone has the intention to distract the students
concentration.

116
Second, cell phone provide the opportunity to cheat during
the test.

117
Third, the students may use their cell phone to play the game
during the learning process.

118
Well, in this case as a students they should have the
responsibility to listen to the teacher’s explanation and focus
on their education when they are in class.

119

So, it means that they should not play the games or use
another electronic equipment during the lesson because they
will not get anything or the point of learning after the
learning process finished.

120
In other way, if there is a locker in front of the class, it’s
better for them to put their phone there during the lesson and
they can use it again after the learning process finished.

121

By installing CCTV in the class, it doesn’t mean that the
school let the teachers more relaxed or made them become
lazier, but CCTV can help the teacher in monitoring the
students especially when the teacher is not in the class or
there is a dismissal class, the teacher can check the students
activities through CCTV so that the learning process can still
run well.

123
For the second advantage, it is not quite different from the
first one.

124

It is undeniable that some students and teachers sometimes
break the rules in the class. For example when the students
are cheating in a test or final exam, the keeper can see their
actions through CCTV and report them to the principle or the
teacher.
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125
The third advantage is still related to the previous one.
Nowadays, crime can be done by everyone even by the
students or teachers in the classroom.

126

As we know that the installment of CCTV in the class can
help for monitoring every activities such as the learning
process, and we also know that CCTV can help for
preventing the breaking rules and the crime, then let us
install CCTV in the class.

127
The first reason is people who are using private cars can
cause a traffic jam and when people are staying still they
tend to get stressed and for some even angry.

128
During the day, when the sun is at the peak, traffic jams
caused by private cars occurs and this can cause lots of
people to be stressed out.

129
The second reason is if a lot of people use private cars, the
pollution level will automatically increase.

130 The third reason is private cars can cause accident.

131

To summarize the main reasons why we should ban private
cars in the down town area are: they can cause a lot of people
a great deal of stress, they can produce more pollution, and
lastly they can cause road accident.
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Models of the Students’ Writing

(Most are retyped since the comments of the respective lecturers

were written on the final test results)

Paper 1
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Paper 2
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Paper 3

The Using of Cellphone in Class

Phone, something that is not realy rare anymore, almost

everybody has it. About 10 or 15 years ago, phone was only used by

rich people with a lot of money, but now many cell phone companies

have produced their own type of phones with different price.

However, some of them create phone that can be bought by low

income family. Teenager are one of the customers, they want to have

the best and newest phone that they can get. They feel like the

phones is the part of their soul, so they can’t leave them at home.

They have to bring it everywhere. Because of this situation, they

tend to bring it to school even though they’re already knew that

they’re not allowed to. There are so many people who talked about

this problem, whether the students are allowed to bring phone in

class or not. Some say yes and some are the other way around.

Sure, phone is something that can be usefull when you need it

the most. For example, in the middle of having class, you fell sick

and you want to go home, then you can use your phone to call your

parents and puck you up. However every school in this country, well

not just in this country but all over the world provides phone inside

the building, so you can just simply ask for help to one of your

teacher to call your parents. So many students having making this

situation to become such a big problem just so that they are allowed

to bring it.

Another problem is it will be a disturbance for the teacher while

having a class because students tend to play with their gadgets and

not listen to what the teacher says. Also the students are less likely to
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understand the material because they’re to busy with their gadgets,

chatting, upload their status on facebook and twitter, post photos on

instagram, or even play games. Moreover, if the students are allowed

to bring their phones then they will use it to cheat in quiz or even in

examination. They will find the answer on the internet and just

simply copy paste it.

However, a lot of student protest that if they are not allowed

then the rule of not to bring phone in class should be applied on

teachers too. In fact, they feel like the teachers have abused their

power of being teachers, they act as they like. For example, use the

phone in class whenever they want to, make a phonecall while

having a class and for some teachers, they even play games while the

students are still having a group discussion. As teachers, they should

act a little bit better than that, they have to realize that teachers are

the role model in class. The students act what they are taught to be

like. Teachers have to respect if they want to be respected. Sure the

teachers have a lot of activities, but they have to be wise in

organizing the time, if you’re still teaching then put your phone in

silent mode , and leave it at your office or just simply put it in your

pocket.

So, cellphone shouldn’t be brought or used in class because it

will be a disturbance while having a class. This rule is applied for

both students and also teachers. After having a class then you can

just go back to your beloved phones and play with it again.
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Paper 4

No Mobile Phone in Class

Nowaday, mobile phone is one of the most important things that

everyone have to buy. Starting from the olders, teenagers, and

children, they know about the mobile phones and they have it.

Because of the benefit from using mobile phone every people really

interested using it, especially for teenager. Research believed that

teenagers are the greatest user of mobile phones. So, teenagers will

always bring their mobile phone everywhere and anytime. They will

not to forget to bring mobile phone, it is mean that mobile phones is

everything for them. Moreover they thing that using mobile phone

make them more confident and popular. It sound like mobile phone

is the part of their life, so they cannot life without mobile phone.

In this modern era, using mobile phone is allowed in

everywhere, even though in school. Some school today allow their

students to bring mobile phone. The reason why they allow their

students to bring mobile phone is because to call their parents if there

is something important, also because the international school so

mobile phone is allowed and other reasons. However, mobile phone

is also have bad thing or bad effect for the students, more over if

they bring mobile phone to the school and using it in the class.

School should not allow their students to bring cellphone and using it

in class. Because of mobile phone can disturb class, it also will make

students unfocus in lesson, students will cheat-browsing the

assignment given using internet in cellphone. So I do agree if no

cellphones in class.
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First reason why mobile phones is not allowed in class is

because it will disturb the class. When class starting and the teacher

is explaining the material, suddenly one of the student’s cellphone is

ringing. It will disturb the class and the whole students. Moreover,

where there is a quiz and the students are focusing their mind in quiz

given, then suddenly one of the students cellphone is ringing, it will

very disturb them and make their focus become unfocus. So, it better

if cellphones is not allowed in class.

Second reason is students will use cellphone in class everytime

eventhough the teacher teaching and explaing the material or the

lesson. With the fitures that cellphones have nowadays, students will

not listening to teacher. They will busy with their cellphone, play

games, take photos with their friends, brows in the internet, and use

social media. Students will not liste to the teacher, they prefer to chat

with their friends in social medias, like facebook, twitter, wechat and

many others. So if they are allowed to use cell phone in class it very

impossible to them understand the lesson because they will busy

with their cellphones.

The last reason why cellphone should not be allowed in class is

to prevent students cheating during the quiz. With cellphones

students can do anything or brows anything that they want to know.

They can watch any movie that they want to watch, everything is

possible using cellphones. Also with cellphone students can be

lazier, because they can open the internet to find the assignment that

their teacher give. It will make student lazy to think, they will just

open the internet and searching for the answer then copy paste. For

example if they are given assignment about descriptive text and their

teacher asked them to make example about it. They will just
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browsing in the internet to find the example about descriptive text.

There is a lot of example of it in the internet, so they just copy the

article that they choose and write it down. Because of this reason cell

phones should not be allowed to bring in class by students.

I think these three reasons is enough to inform the readers about

the bad things of allow students bring cell phone in class. I believed

that cell phones have bad effect for students in class. It is fine for

students to has cell phones because it’s modern era, but don’t bring

them when school. So they can more focus in class and listening the

teacher. They can learn much from the teacher about the lesson.

Because the goal of school is to get knowledge for better future not

for playing cell phone and make them lack of knowledge from

teacher. Also, they can play or using cell phone as much as they

want out of school.
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Paper 5

Installing CCTV in Class Brings Many Benefits

Many cases of inappropriate attitude in school have happened.

The most vivid one in our memory might be the case of JIS (Jakarta

International School), where one of the students was harassed

sexually by one of the employee of the school. It is so unfortunate

knowing that school is already like the second home for students that

should provide security beside knowledge, but failed to do that.

Many things can be done to prevent those unfortunate cases.

One of them is by setting or installing CCTV in class. Installing

CCTV in class has a lot of benefits. Beside preventing inappropriate

attitudes such as bullying, theft, and sexual harassing, CCTV can

control the behavior of students and also can be benefit for teacher’s

evaluation.

By installing the CCTV, school has provided a security for the

students. When CCTV installed people who looked at it will

automatically feel like there is someone who’s watching them,

therefore they will act more careful. Of course someone who has the

authority of operating and monitoring the CCTV has to be a person

that is trusted, like the headmaster of the school. The CCTV is

always “On”, so the school would know if there any intruders or

misbehave happen in the classroom. Students who are also realized

that they are being watched would be afraid of doing inappropriate

behaviors like bullying or stealing things from their friends.

Therefore, installing CCTV in class can prevent misbehave of

students or any citizen of the school. In such cases like the theft,
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bullying, or sexual harassing is already occur, the school still can

catch the culprit by looking on the video footage.

Installing CCTV in class can also control the behavior of

students. It will ensure that they are doing their work properly, not

just goofing around with other students. It makes them more

discipline and prevents them to cheat during tests. These might put

them pressure too, knowing that they know they are being watched

all day and can do no wrong. So, the teachers have to be creative to

let their students express their feelings and creativity in class. The

teacher have to ensure and encourage the students to be creative that

it is okay to make mistakes because we learn from mistakes too.

Teachers can also be benefit with the installation of CCTV in

class. They can evaluate their performance in class by looking on the

video footage. CCTV is recording all day, any events that is

happened during teacher’s teaching material is of course recorded

too. So, teachers can use these footage to reflect on their own

teaching methods, whether the methods they use that day in class is

effective or not. By doing this, teachers can improve greatly which

can also be benefit for the students.

In conclusion, I believe that installing CCTV in class is worth to

do. Although, it may seem would cost greatly, but the school should

focus more on the beneficial gained. Installing the CCTV can create

a security system that prevents theft, bullying and sexual harassing

which is “booming” in our country. It ensures the parents that their

children are safe. It also makes students discipline and do their

homework diligently. The teachers can also use it for their evaluation

of their performance in class, which can improves their methods in

teaching effectively for students. Setting CCTV in class may
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pressured the students in class, as they feel like being watched all

day, but if teachers do their role in encouraging and believing in their

students’ performance, then CCTV can do no harm in students’

active performance.
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Paper 6

Chemicals Emasculation – The Ultimate Way to Fight

against Pedophiles

During the latest three months, lots of Indonesian people have

got shocked and hurt by many reports on crimes done by pedophiles.

It was started with the case which happened in Jakarta International

School. A Pedophile who worked as a school cleaner at JIS sexually

abused 5-year-old student. Then, a pedophile was caught by the

police in Surabaya after posting inappropriate photographs of

children he deceived. The most shocking one might be the case of

Emon. Emon is a pedophile who sexually abused more than 100

boys living around his neighborhood. Up to today, lots of other cases

have been reported by media related to the presence of pedophiles

and crimes they have committed.

The increasing number of crimes done by the pedophiles should

be enough to make our government realize that the applied law in

Indonesia for pedophiles is very weak. The maximum sentence a

pedophile can get in Indonesia is being in a prison for 15 years. The

new law as a punishment, which is more severe and stronger, is now

needed. One new possible punishment is chemical emasculation.

Chemical emasculation is a process of injecting a chemical substance

called anti androgen to weaken or to finally obliterate the force

coming from the testosterone so that someone will have no sexual

desire anymore. This kind of punishment has been applied in many

countries. Germany, South Korea, Japan, Israel, and Estonia are

some examples of countries applying chemical emasculation as the

punishment for pedophile. The latest development, in 2013, Turkey
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also decided to legalize it as a new punishment option. If chemical

emasculation is legalized and applied as the punishment for

pedophiles, government and our law enforcement will be able to

prevent pedophiles to repeat their action, spread fear among the

pedophiles who are willing or planning their actions, and reduce the

possibility of the regeneration of pedophiles.

As stated in the background, maximum punishment for

pedophiles in Indonesia is very weak. Maximally, pedophiles will be

sent to live in prison for 15 years. It means that they can be released

sooner than 15 years. While they are in prison, they must have to

hold back their sexual desire, however, if they are released, they will

tend to fulfil their desire which has so long been denied. This

intention can lead them to find other victims and repeat their crimes

over and over again. Therefore, chemical emasculation is needed to

anticipate this. Chemical emasculation will weaken or even

obliterate pedophiles’ sexual desire, so after they are free from

prison, they will have no force which drives them to repeat their

actions. Pedophiles are psychologically ill, they can’t control their

mind and desire. They also can’t think logically and differentiate

which is right or wrong. Based o those considerations, chemical

emasculation is a major breakthrough to prevent them for repeating

their crimes. On the other words, it will release them from their

nightmare which always drives them crazy.

Chemical emasculation has severely frightening and fearful

impression. This can help government and law enforcements

promote fear among the pedophiles. When fear has been promoted,

pedophiles will be forced to at least think twice before committing

their actions. Once they’re caught, it is possible for them to be
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punished with chemical emasculation. When they’re thinking this

way, they will be unlikely to commit actions which always run in

their mind because it can mean suicide. Spreading fear brought by

punishments, since ancient time, has been proven to be effective in

dealing with serious threat, and it is expected to remain effective if

applied in Indonesia related to our law which is very weak and has

been proven not to promote any fear among pedophiles.

If chemical emasculation is applied, the possibility of the

regeneration of pedophiles will be reduced. As we know from the

latest shocking news about Emon, previously, Emon was a victim of

crimes committed by another pedophile. Lots of pedophiles were

previously victims of similar actions the ones they committed. It

means, if pedophiles continuously do their actions, the regeneration

of pedophiles will always continue. To reduce and eventually bring

this kind of regeneration to its end, chemical emasculation is needed.

Still related to the previous point, it will promote fear, and when fear

overcomes many intentions of pedophiles to commit their actions,

they will force themselves to find proper treatment (psychological

theraphy, etc). This means less crimes committed related to the

actions of pedophiles, and this will result in decreasing possibility of

regeneration of pedophiles. When this possibility reaches at zero

level, Indonesia will be free from pedophiles though it may take very

long time.

Considering and remembering that our maximum punishment

here in Indonesia is very weak and the number of pedophilia cases

keeps increasing, government should think the more severe

punishment to fix the situation. Chemical emasculation is the best

option. By legalizing chemical emasculation, government will
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prevent pedophiles from repeating their actions, spread fear among

them, and strive for bringing the regeneration of pedophiles to its

end. Chemical emasculation will definitely save the future of many

innocent children.
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Paper 7

Do not Bring Mobile Phone in Class

Mobile phone is widely used among the people especially for

students. They use mobile phone for communication, browsing and

taking photo. They bring it everywhere they go. As the student, Do

you need to bring mobile phone in class. The answer is not. As the

student, you do not need to bring mobile phone in class. these are

three reason the students do not need to bring mobile phone in class:

such as: disturbing the concentration, make the students lazy and

cause the student dishonest about the test.

First reason is disturbing the concrentation for the student if the

students bring mobile phone in the class, the students can not

concreate with the explanation that the teacher gives to you because

of the ringing mobile phone and the message can cause students do

not get anything from the lesson. The students also do not listen the

teacher explanation and busy with yourself. Although, the phone and

the message sometimes do not important than the material. The

students prefer to concreate with the message that do not important,

it can cause you the bad mark because you do not concreate well

with the explanation from the teacher.

The second reason is making the students lazy. When the

teacher gives some exercise to the students, the student feel lazy to

do this because the student can browse anything from mobile phone

and get the information that they need to do the exercise. The

students do not need to do that. Beside they can browse it from the

internet, or they can copy it from their friend. Then the students can
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play with their mobile phone and do not need to do the assignment or

exercise that the teacher gives.

The third reason is causing the students become dishonest about the

test. If the students do the test because of mobile phone. They do not

need to study anymore. They can take a photo from the book or they

can get the message from their friend that include the answer of the

test. It can cause the teacher do not know the ability of the students

because the result of the student do not accurate.

These are some recommendation that the school can do to prevent

the students to bring mobile phone in the class.

1. The school can ask the students to entrust their mobile

phone with the teacher during the class. The students can

ask their mobile phone back, after the class is over.

2. The school inspect the clas. The teacher can ask the

students to open the bag. And the teacher can know the

students entrust their mobile phone or not

3. Turn off the wifi during the class. some student feel bore

during the class and browse in the class. This can disturb

their concreate during the class. The school can turn on the

wifi during when the class is over or during the break.
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Paper 8

Let’s Be a Safe Driver

As we know that the rate of accident happened in our country is

quite high. Not only in our country but almost around the world, the

accident’s rate is quite high. What makes this things happened is

many children at the age 12-15 years old driver their vehicle with a

quite high speed. They also do not have a diving license. Maybe their

parents also do not care about them until they have got an accident

their parents just realized. Because of that things, we agree that a boy

or girl who reach 21 years old, they are allowed to make their driving

license of them. If they are not 21 yet, they could not drive wherever

they want. There are three reasons that I want to explain about why

we legalized the driving age around the world at the age of 21: they

are emotionally ready, they are psychologically ready, and they are

mentally ready.

The first reason is they are emotionally ready at the age of 21.

Why I said so/ because as I know, when the children reach the age of

21 they are totally mature and they are not children anymore. They

are adult who has no idea about a competition things that can lead to

a dangerous risks. So, the children at this age will choose to be a safe

driver than a dangerous driver. They will not think about many

things that can lead them to that. If the children under 21, they will

show off about their ability in driving and they drive with high speed

without thinking about the risk. That is very dangerous things. I will

you an example about the dangerous things: we know that more or

less one year ago, there is a case about Ahmad Dani’s son. He drove

his car with a very high speed. He did not even think about the risk.
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After that, his car is out of control so that the car go onto the other

side of the street. The effect is his car broken but luckily he is still

alive. We see that it better to legalize driving license if the children

has reach 21 years old.

The second reason is about psychologically ready at the age of

21. They will be psychologically ready because from the

psychological side, when they reach that age, they will

psychologically mature. They have already growth and their

cognitive skill is also enough. They know how to behave, they know

how to control themselves, and the pride of theirselves is not as high

as they were children. So, they can drive safely. They can think

logically and can think about the danger of something.

The third reason is about mentally ready. If I said mentally

maybe it is a little bit abstract because we do not even know how to

measure the readiness of their mental. But through their experience

of life, they have already trained to be mentally ready to do anything.

Mental here is very important things because while we are driving

we need our mental to prepare everything that might be happened.

For example: when we drive our car, the street could be very

crowded and there are many cars and motorcycles that will

accompany us in the street. The cars and motorcycles can attack us if

the driver lost control. We as the driver of our car should be mentally

ready. If we are not ready, we might have another problems with the

people around us. It is a good way if we legalize the driving license

when we reach the age of 21. Because we already emotionally,

psychologically, and mentally ready. Not only that, we can also

decrease the rate of the accident that happened in this world.
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Here I will give you 3 recommendations to be a safe driver:

1. Obey the law that valid in your country about driving things.

2. Obey the signs that appear along the street.

3. Prepare your emotion, psychology and mental before you start

driving.
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Paper 9

Let’s Welcome the College’s Uniform

After we graduate from Senior High School, one thing that make

us really happy is an idea  that we will be free from the responsibility

to use uniform every day. We don’t need to see the same person with

the same clothes every morning in the mirror. We will have freedom

to wear anything we want and it will be so fun to use colorful clothes

every day. For some of us who like shopping, no more uniform

means that we can go to the mall more often and buy new clothes as

much as we want, then it also means that we can follow the newest

fashion-trend which can encourage our confidence of ourselves. In

fact, no uniform is actually can put us in many problems like wasting

money for a temporary satisfying (to buy new clothes and tomorrow

buy the new one again because we already bored with the old

clothes, until we don’t realize that we spent our money very fast, and

then we regret it in the end of the month), next is we will have to

always update our clothes so that everyone will think that we are

fashionable enough, where it’s just make us never satisfy with our

appearance and that’s so for sure. That’s why continuing the use of

uniform (dress codes) after we graduate from Senior High School

have many positive advantages such as encourage the power of

equality, saving money, prevent bullying, and help college’s image

building.

When we enter the college, of course we will meet many new

friends with different economy background. Some of them will come

from rich family, some others are not. But, what is mostly happens is

rich students will be very dominating. They will use branded clothes
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every day in the campus. It will cause a big gap with the students

who come from middle-low family who will use unbranded clothes.

Rich students will middle-low students and it can drop the mental.

It’s okay if one middle-low student has strong mental to overcome

the dominating from rich students, but for a middle-low student who

isn’t mentally strong enough, it’ll be quite dangerous because it may

causes that student to feel shy, mentally down, even stop from the

college only because he/she can’t compete their clothes’ brand with

the rich students’ and that mostly cause by they (middle-low student)

doesn’t have enough money to buy branded clothes. That’s why, if

the college has dress codes or uniform for the students, it will very

helpful to reduce the gap between rich and poor students, because all

of them will be forced to use the same uniform or clothes which have

the same brand, price, model, and quality. At least, there will be a

similarity between the students.

The other advantages of college’s dress code is it can help the

student to save their money because they don’t need to buy new

clothes oftenly. They may want to follow the newest trend but at

least they can’t use their new clothes in the college while in foot

they’ll spent their time mostly in the campus. It’s also good for

students who come from a middle-low economy background because

they don’t need to stress to find money in order to buy new clothes

routinely only to make their selves look similar and as fashionable as

the rich students.

Prevent bullying is also another positive thing from the dress

codes in college because as we know that the model choices of

clothes for students who are overweight are not as much as the

model choices of clothes for who with a normal weight. An obese
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student can’t use mini dress because it will show their big belly.

They only can wear large size clothes that are not as cute as a

normal-size clothes. That can makes a fat student to ge bully from a

normal weight student because their clothes’ model are not as much

as the others and it will reduce their fashionable rate.

The last is that dress codes in college can help the image

building of the college. Here it means that a uniform can increase the

nationality rate of the college. Also usually a college has their own

uniq side that is applying in their uniform. For example, a go green

college will make a green color uniform so that people in the outside

can realize that go green image from seeing the students of the

college. Some will say it can reduce student’s creativity and freedom

in their own style, etc. Some tips for a college who wants to use a

uniform are:

1. Make a uniform that can let students to add some

accessories to help them apply their creativity and style.

2. Allow the students to combine the uniform with one or two

kinds of additional clothes such as cardigan, jumper, or

jacket.

3. Give one day free uniform day for the students so they can

still have a chance to express their fashion style.

4. The college can make an event for the students to modify

the uniform to be more interesting look. Or maybe the

college can make a competition that let the students to

create a new uniform model and the winner will be able to

produce his/her uniform and all students will wear that new

uniform. Hopefully, it can attract student’s feeling to enjoy

wearing a uniform.
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Paper 10

Let’s Install CCTV in Class

As we know in era globalization, we have many sophisticated

technology. With technology we can do something easily. Now we

can enjoy the technology, we can get it very easy for example the

handphone, camera, CCTV, computer etc. all of the technology

above is very usefull for us, Like CCTV, with this we can many

places easily. We do not have spent our energy to control each

corner of the places. We just need to sit infront of the monitor in one

room. We can control all of the places that have been installed by

CCTV. So CCTV is very helpful for us. CCTV is very useful when it

is installed in classroom. If you use in class room, you can control

the students easily. There are many benefits for teachers and students

if they use CCTV in class room. First the teacher can monitoring the

students. The students can feel more safty; the teacher can make the

class save.

The teacher can control the students easily, so the teacher could

know anything what the students are doing when the teacher out of

the class. So with the CCTV, the teacher are able to apply discipline

to students. In addition; when students are doing exam, the teacher

are able to monitoring the students who are cheating in class. So

CCTV is very usefull.

Second, the students can feel more safty if their school is

installed by CCTV So the parents of the students do not need afraid.

The parents can believe to school. As we know, many criminality

occur in school. With CCTV, the teacher can know each person who

come to school.
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Third, CCTV can make the class room safty. Not only class

room actually but also the school. CCTV can monitor all of the part

of school. It can avoid from robber and foreign people who come to

school. If the school do not have CCTV, many people or foreign

people from outside can enter the school easily. In television many

of incidents that occur in students, like kidnapping, So CCTV can

reduce that incident. Also CCTV can reduce sexsual harrastment for

students.

So the conclution is using or installing CCTV in class is very

usefull not only for students and techers but also the perents of

student can feel their child more safty. In class CCTV can monitor

the students activity. CCTV can help the teacher to keep the students

save.

From the explanation above, I will give you recommendation to

install CCTV in class.

- With CCTV that installed in class you can make your

students safty.

- With CCTV in class you can monitor the activities of the

students

- With CCTV you can make the parent of the students sure

about the school.
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